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Let k > 2 and EI, = (0, I,..., k - I}. Let PI, be the set of all functions 
whose variables, finite in number, range over E, and whose values are in 
EI, . A _C PI, is complete iff any function from Pk can be expressed as a 
finite composition of functions from A. A is complete iff A is a subset of 
no maximal closed class in Pk . In 1965, all maximal closed classes were 
described by the author as classes of functions preserving some special 
relations on Ek (e.g., equivalence relations, partial orders, relations 
corresponding to permutations, Abelian groups, etc.) [4,6]. All repetitions 
in this list were established in 1969 in [6]. Also, in 1969 Zaharova, 
Kudrjavcev, and IablonskiI established an asymptotic estimate for the 
number n(k) of maximal classes in P, [8]. In the same paper, the numbers 
41),..., 7r(7) are given. (However, the numbers 77(4) - ~(7) and some 
statements seem incorrect.) In the present paper by a purely combinatorial 
argument, the number n(k) is found to be 
0 : G*(k - 2, + ,z,, m!(p “! 1) pm + g(k) - k - 6 
P prime 
+ (-l)“-” kg (-l)Z (:j i 2(i) +plc 
I=0 n=O 
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where (1) G*(k) is the number of partial orderings of Eh , (2) pk is the 
number of partitions on EI, , and (3) 
(k - l)! 
g(k) = p(3(p - ])(p2 - 1) . . . (p” - 1) 
if k = pm (where p is prime and m > 1) and g(k) = 0 otherwise. 
PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION 
We introduce the following notation. Let h > 1 be an integer. An 
h-ary relation p on Ek is a subset of Ekh. Let IT(x, ,..., xh) be a predicate 
with free variables x, ,..., xh ranging over Ek . The relation 
{(Xl ,..‘, x,) E Ekh ) n(x, ,..., x/J holds) 
will be denoted by <17(x, ,..., x~))). If f(xl ,..., x,) E Pk , we say that f 
preserves p iff (f(q’,..., al”) ,..., f(uhl ,..., ah”)) E p whenever (ali ,..., ahi) E p 
for all i = I,..., n. The set of all fs Pfi which preserve p will be denoted 
by A, . 
There exist six families of relations RI ,..., R6 (which are given in the 
sections 1-6 below) such that B is a maximal class in Pk iff B = A, for 
some p E ui=l Ri [4-61. If p E Ri and (T E Rj (i # j), then A, # A, [6]. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for A, = A, (p, CT E Ri , i = l,..., 6) 
are also given in [6]. Using these conditions, we find the numbers ri(k) 
of all distinct maximal classes of the type A,(p E Ri , i = I,..., 6). The 
number of all maximal classes is then n(k) = r,(k) + *** + r6(k). 
1. Partial orderings. R, is the set of all partial orderings on EI, with 
a least and a greatest element. According to [2] and [33 (see also [6]) for p, 
UERl, we have A, = A,, iff either p = CT or p = u-l (where u-l is the 
partial ordering dual to a). Let G*(n) denote the number of partial 
orderings of a set with 12 elements. Obviously, 1 RI 1 = k(k - 1) G*(k - 2) 
and, therefore, there are r,(k) = (2”) G*(k - 2) distinct classes A,@ E R,). 
2. Permutations. Let S be the set of all permutations of Ek consisting 
of cycles of the same prime length. If k = pm (p prime), the number of 
all permutations having m cycles of length p is k!/{m! p”>. R, is the 
set of all binary relations <<x, = s(xl)))(s ES). Let s, t ES. According 
to [61, Aa~2==~c~1,> = A<(Zp==tcZ1)) iff s = tz for some 1 < I < p. Hence, 
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S, s 2 ,,.., P-l yield the same class and the number r,(k) of maximal classes 
determined by permutations is 
c k! kZPnz m!P”(P - 1) . 
p prime 
3. Eelementary Abelian p-groups. Let k = pm (p prime). An Abelian 
group G = (&, ‘G> is an elementary p-group iff pG = (0). Let Q be the 
set of all elementary Abelian p-groups on Ek . R, is the set all 
quaternary relations X, = ((x1 z x2 = x3 z 3~q))(G E 0). We shall first 
find 1 8 1. Let Z, = (E, , @), where 0 is the addition mod p. Any 
G E Q is isomorphic to the additive group V = (Z,““, +) of the vector 
space Z,“. If s : ZPm + EIE is a bijection, we define G, = (Elc, :) as 
follows: For any X, y E EI, , we set x t y = s(+(x) + s-l(y)). It can be 
easily verified that G, = Gt iff s-9 is an automorphism of V. Denoting 
A the automorphism group of V, we have 1 8 ] = k!/j A /. The number 
I A 1, which is equal to the number of bases of V, is well known and, 
therefore, we have 
16 ( = k!/{p(:)(p - l)(p2 - 1) ... (p” - 1)). 
Let G = (Ek , $) be a fixed group from 8. For any c E E, , define 
G,==(E,,z) as follows: For any x,y~E~ set xty=xqyqc. 
Obviously, F(X) = x i c(x E E& defines an isomorphism g, : G, -+ G. 
Let HE Q. It is proved in [6] that the classes A,, and AAH corresponding 
to G and H are equal iff there exists c E Ek such that H = G, . Therefore, 
for any G E Q we have precisely k groups in 8 such that the corresponding 
classes coincide. Hence, 
r3(k) = 16 I/k = (k - l)!/{p(:)(p - l)(p2 - 1) ... (pm - l)} 
if k = pm (p prime) and rs(k) = 0 otherwise. 
4. Equivalence relations. R4 is the set of all equivalence relations which 
are neither trivial nor universal. If p, cr E R4 , we have: A, = A, iff p = cr 
([2] and [6]). If pR denotes the number of partions on Ek , we have 
r4(k) = pa - 2. 
5. Central relations. Let 1 < h < k. An h-ary relation p on Ek is 
totally reflexive iff p contains any (a, ,..., ah) such that a, ,..., a,, E Elc are 
not all distinct. p is totaZZy symmetric iff (a, ,..., a& E p implies 
(a,h) 7...y a,ch)) E p for any permutation p of the set {I, 2,..., h}. Any unary 
relation is totally reflexive and symmetric. Let X, = (B C EI, 1 I B 1 = h}. 
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Obviously there is a bijection between the power set (Boolean) of X, and 
the set Kh of all h-ary totally reflexive and symmetric relations. The center 
of p E Kh is the set of all c E Ek such that (cl, a3 ,..., ah) E p for any 
4 ,.**, ahEEl,. p is central iff p # Ekh and its center non-empty. The 
central unary relations are just the proper non-null subsets of I$, . 
R5 is the set of all central relations on EI, . It is shown in [6] that all 
classes corresponding to central relations are distinct. Let C _C Ek . Any 
relation (5 E Kh whose center contains C is completely determined by a 
subset of the set T = {BE X, / C n B = ,@‘} since all h-tuples containing 
an element of C belong to 6 by the definition of center. Define (3 = 0 for 
n = 0, I,..., h - 1. Obviously I T j = (“-A”‘) and therefore we have 2(IcPic’) 
relations in Kh whose center contains C. Using the principle of inclusion 
and exclusion, we see that the number of relations in Kh with a non-empty 
center is 
nh = (5 2m - (‘?i 263 + -.* + (-I)“-1 (ij 261. 
The universal relation is also included here. Therefore, the number of 
h-ary central relations is izh - 1; 
r,(k) = c bh - I) 
h=l 
= -k + i t (-ly-1 (5 2(3 
h=l i=l 
= -4 + (-I)“-’ i ‘2 (-1)Z (“;j 26) 
h=l I=0 
= -k + (-I)“-1 2 (-1)’ (:j i12(:) 
= --k + (-l)“-l y (-I)1 (;j[k - I - 2 + t 2(i)] 
E=O h=O 
= -k + (-I)“-1 ‘2 (-l)z (“Ej (k - I - 2) 
Z=O 
+ (-I)‘“-1 ;$I (-l)Z (:j i 2(i). 
h=O 
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If we use the well-known identities 
h C-1)’ ($ = 0 and d (-1Y (‘;, (k -I) = 0, 
we get finally 
r5(k) = -k - 2 + (-1)“-1~~~ (-l)z (:I $O 2(:) 
6. Homomorphic inverse images of elementary h-ary relations. Let 
ha-3 and m>l. For bEEhm we denote by [b], the i-th digit 
(i = O,..., t?z - 1) in the expansion 
b = [b],-$‘-l + *a* + [b], h + [b], 
of b in the scale h. Define 5, = (({[x& , [x& ,..., [x&} C Eh)). R, is the set 
of all h-ary relations which are homomorphic inverse images of <,(h > 3, 
m > 1, h” < k). It is shown in [6] that all classes A,@ E RB) are distinct. 
First, we shall describe the automorphism group of 5, . The argument 
presented here is implicitly given in [7, proof of Theorem 1, 6Ob]. Let y be 
an automorphism of 5, . Representing x = [x],-lhm-l + a** + [xlo, for 
each i = 0, l,..., m - 1 we can consider [~x]~ as fi([x],-, ... [xlo) where 
fi maps Ehm into Eh , i.e., fi E P,, . From the fact that 9, is onto we can 
deduce that eachfi takes all values in Eh . Assume that fi depends essen- 
tially on at least two variables. Using Iablonskii’s “fundamental lemma” 
[2], we see that there exist sets B, C Eh such that f$ takes all values on 
B = B,, x .*. x Bmpl. Then there exist (ajo ,..., a$,,-,) E B such that 
f (ajo 2-r aj,,-,) = j for every j E Eh . Let xj = Cy”=;: ajlhm--l--l. As 
1 Bj 1 < h we have (x0,..., xh-l) E 5,. Since v is an automorphism we have 
(P)xO,..., cpxh-l) E i, . Now [px$ =fi(ajo ,..., aj,,-J =j(j = 0, l,..., h - 1) 
are all distinct; and this contradicts (~xO,..., vxh-l) E [, . Hence each 
fi depends essentially on one variable only, say t(i). Therefore 
[vx]$ = &([x],(n). The functionf;: takes all values from Eh and is therefore 
a permutation of Eh . Since 9 is a mapping onto, all t(i) are distinct and t 
is a permutation of E, . Therefore, any automorphism y of i&, has the 
form TX = C~~‘fi([x]tci~) hi, where fi are permutations of Eh and t(i) 
is a permutation of E, . It is easy to check that all such mappings are 
automorphisms and that all are distinct. Hence, there are m!(h!)” auto- 
morphisms of 5, . 
Let y and # be two mappings of Ek onto Ehm . It is easy to check that 
the relations @(&J and $-‘(5,) ( inverse images of &J are equal iff 
$ = u o v, where u is an automorphism of 1;, . Using the principle of 
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inclusion and exclusion, it is possible to prove that the number of mappings 
of EI, onto Ehm is 
g = g (-1)” lP 
?L=O 
(n ) (h” - n)” = (--l)h 5 (-I)1 (“;“) 1”. 
l=O 
Thus, the number of inverse homomorphic images of Z;, is g divided by 
the number m!(h!)” of automorphisms of 5, . Finally, taking the sum, 
we get 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The values r,(k) (i = I,..., 6; k = 3 ,..., 7) are listed in Table 1. We have 
used the following values for G*(i) and pi 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
G*(i) 1 3 19 219 4231 
Pi 1 2 5 15 52 203 877 
where G*(i) are taken from [9] and pi are obtained from the formula 
pa+1 = CL, (Y) pi ; p. = 1 (e .g. [l , 1.3. Ex. 31). The other values were 








r1 r2 rg r4 r5 re Total 
3 1 1 3 9 1 18 
18 3 1 13 40 7 82 
190 6 6 50 355 36 643 
3285 35 0 201 11490 171 15182 
88851 120 120 875 7,758,205 813 7,848,984 
Note added in proox The value r,(k) was found by P. Schofield (independent 
conditions for completeness with a simple operator, J. London Math. Sot. 44 (1969), 
413-423) who also established the value r3(2m) (complete sets of mappings over a 
finite domain, Proc. Cumb. Phil. Sot. 62 (1966), 597-611). 
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